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Comfortable and Safety: Fork of a Road
By SeongBin Lee

Technology is
rapidly developing.
Think about the past.
We were using
phones that were
used just for
telephonic
communication or
SMS. Even taking
pictures with phone
was considered as
new technology.
Computers were
used for searching
information and
sending emails, and
computer games
were mostly made
with 8-bit pixels and
lines. Development
in agricultural tools
enabled humans to
gather copious
amount of farm
crops, which allowed
most people to go to
bed with a filled
stomach. Such as these developments made our lives efficient and fruitful. However, these developments are bringing new
problems that were none existent before.
The biggest problem humanity is facing yet, is the development of modern weapons. From the beginning of human
history, humans have made weapons to protect themselves and to hunt down animals in order to gain food. These weapons were
so inefficient that they could not effectively harm anyone. There were no unintended civilian casualties, and no massive
destruction.
Time passed by, and two superpowers were left. Soviet Union and the United States of America. The Cold War forced the two
nations to build nuclear bombs, which possesses the potential to wipe out the whole entire Earth.. Although both nations stated
that these weapons were to be used for self-defense, these weapons still remain a threat in our lives. “This is a question of
strategic security. Such measures can make the world more dangerous.” said Dmitri Peskov, the spokesman of Kremlin, replying
to the Donald Trump’s threat to quit the intermediate Nuclear Forces Treaty at October 20th, accusing Russia of violating it.
Not only weapons but also human rights that are threatened in the internet is also becoming another big problem.
Internet is free and is usable to anyone.. However, internet is rising as new problem. Good examples of these severe internet
censorship are China, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Democratic People of Korea, and so on... Their internet censorship hinders people’s
right to know. internet regulator of Cyber Administration of China mentioned that it had shut down or revoked the licenses of
more than 3,000 websites.
Although these problems are getting attention, solving is still challenging. Therefore, it is important to acknowledge
that there are still threats remaining in both cyberspace and real world, and it should be solved to make better society for us and
our future generation.
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Rich and Poor: an Endless Tug of War
By HyeonJun Kim

As Western Europe’s
economy has grown rapidly
throughout the years, people’s
income and their life quality
changed in a prosperous way.
However, the poor’s life has not
changed much from the past. In
1980, the minorities in Western
Europe earns about ten percent
of share of national income, and
the majority of people occupied
about twenty-three percent of
national income. Although the
bottom fifty percent of people’s
share of national income
decreased, it still possesses
twenty-two percent of national
income.
The income inequality
of experienced and
inexperienced workers is also
significant. The inexperienced
workers in Western Europe have
maintained an average annual income of $11000. On the other hand, experienced workers in Western Europe have
achieved average annual income of $50000. We can see that the incomes of the both groups differ by significant
amount. This is because experienced workers are more capable of finishing their assigned works in shorter amount of
time, which in result, make them more likely to keep their jobs than those who are inexperienced. It is also true that
inexperienced workers are likely not to keep up their careers due to increasing privatization, downsizing, and
outsourcing.
Income inequality brought severe educational problems in Western Europe. Compulsory education continues
until he or she reaches the age of fourteen; fifteen in Austria, Greece, and Portugal; and sixteen in most other
countries. In Spain, 51.5 percent of men and 69.8 percent of women graduate high school. In Italy, only 27.8 percent
of men and 41.9 percent of women graduate high school. Also, the average amount of tuition fee and living costs in
Denmark is about $30,000, which is too expensive for lower-class people to afford.

Meet Your Secretary General and Deputy Secretary General
Secretary General

Deputy Secretary General

What was the diﬃculty in preparing TIANMUN VI?
The most diﬃcult thing for me was making sure that all the tasks are completed on time. Because I was
in charge of so many diﬀerent things, it was sometimes hard for me to make sure all the individual tasks
are done in time and done completely. So, staying organized and finishing all of them were most diﬃcult
for me.

What was the diﬃculty in preparing TIANMUN VI?
I found the most diﬃcult part was trying to match and communicate with other directors because it was
hard to communicate time by time with the directors in a certain time. We couldn’t finish the work at the
right time that we wanted to and also there were sometimes some kind of miscommunications going on in
email. Those kinds of things were challenging to us.

What do you think about this year’s TIANMUN theme which is The Dual Nature of Technology?
I feel like the theme really reflects our current society well because the world we are living now is even
so-called technological era. Technology has allowed us to make a lot of achievements but at the same
time, because there are dangers and threats that come along with technology, I think it is really
important to utilize them wisely. This is especially because technology is becoming even more integral
part of our life.

What do you think about this year’s TIANMUN theme which is The Dual Nature of Technology?
I think that dual nature of technology is a very important theme that we should go on for this MUN.
Currently the forth industrial revolution is going on and the technological - is really in a fast pace. All those
automatic cars and artificial intelligence (AI). They are really developing in a fast pace. So, I think that not
only thinking about beneficial part, but also thinking about what will happen if we just neglect the
disadvantages that might happen, those parts are things that MUN should go through and make equal
knowledge.

What do you expect from delegates about this year’s TIANMUN conferences?
I want delegates to have fun and use this as an opportunity to learn and make new friends. Delegates, I
want you to participate and then just come out of your comfort zone. Have fun in TIANMUN :)

What do you expect from delegates about this year’s TIANMUN conferences?
I want to say that the delegates should have confidence. There are some delegates who are very intimidated
and very nervous about what they should speak about. Sometimes they think that they have not enough
knowledge to show to other people. But I think that’s not a problem. They should have confidence, share
what they have, and provide all the knowledge that they have right now to all the delegates. I think that’s the
most important thing that delegates should do in TIANMUN.
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“DAILY REPORT”
“ADVISORY PANEL”
By SeongBin Lee
Advisors of Advisory Panel successfully
submitted their beautiful solution to the
tech team, readying for their fruitful debate.
Advisors who earned the honorable seat of
main submitters are Sweden, Egypt,
Indonesia, and France. There were some groups
who submitted feasible solutions. Advisors who wrote
the solution for combatting cyber terrorism on
government database mainly focused on cooperation
with member nations and organizations, enforcing
relevant legislation and security systems, and raising
awareness. Advisors who submitted measures to suppress
international hacktivist groups tended to put a focus on
enforcing former security protocols, continuous supervising upon
suspicious activities, and raising public interest. Hoping every solution for the
better world passes, please do not hesitate to contribute to these solutions.

“ECOSOC”

“DISARMAMENT commission”
By SeongHwan Lee
In the Disarmament Commission, delegates strived to
suggest good solutions for four main cases: Measures to
Regulate the Production of 3D Printed Firearms,
Measures to Suppress International Cyber Espionage,
Measures to Safely Develop and Implement Drone
Technologies, and Measures to Prevent Nations from misusing
chemical weapons on civilians. Among four topics, preventing the
misuse of chemical weapons on civilian appeared to be the most eminent topic.
There were two groups of delegates trying to propose solutions to this problem,
and both of them were focusing on OPCW (Organization for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons) and CWC (Chemical Weapons Convention). The overall
atmosphere in the room was fine without any over-reacting to one’s speech, but
intense debate was still going on.

“HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL”
By SuYeon Jang

By SuYeon Jang
On tense Friday afternoon, the delegates of the
Economic and Social Council gathered to address
all the risks to technological development and find
a practicable solution to make sure that no one is
left behind in a period of swift technological change.
This year in TIANMUN, the delegates of the Economic
and Social Council were very passionate to provide
resolutions concerning global digital inequality between LEDC
and MEDC, technological unemployment, illegal conducts of virtual currency, and the usage
of artificial intelligence. Majority of ECOSOC delegates were focusing on the measures to solve
technological unemployment, with sensational clauses such as setting ten years of interest rates
diﬀerently to three types of countries in order to regulate the GDP or incentivizing companies
to provide retraining to employees that would be replaced by technology. Despite hitting
roadblocks on the way towards reaching a resolution, the delegates enabled them to
collaborate and come up with numerous clauses that will provide a feasible solution to the
concerns addressed above.

As globalization continues, many
countries face increases in inequalities. The Human
Rights Council concerns itself with problems related to
social aﬀairs and human rights issues, and
the delegates have gathered to voice their
opinions regarding the issue of
preventing further corruptions. In
TIANMUN VI’s Human Rights Council
debate, they attempted to draft
resolutions on four main aﬀairs which
are all related to technology advance:
combating online human traﬃcking,
restricting internet censorship to ensure
the right to access information,
eliminating online harassment, and terminating child
labor in LEDC. The most popular topic discussed in
HRC was about terminating child labor. Without
terminating child labor, these children would not be
able to break free from poverty nor receive a proper
education. Thus, the delegates have provided
numerous measures to wind up child labor, and one of
the most significant clauses was to require companies to
implement reliable age checking techniques by setting an
international standard. Though the delegates have faced some
problems and clashing opinions, they managed to cooperate to
make a thoughtful, fruitful resolution.

“General Assembly 1”
“GA 2”
By JiMin Park
The General Assembly 1 on the issues of false information and internet terror
due to the security problem convened to focus on the dual nature of
technology including: dissemination of fake news, security breaches,
terrorist recruitments, and significance of the peaceful
exploitation of outer space. In TIANMUN VI, delegates of
General Assembly 1 were open minded and passionate about
those four topics, especially topic 2, “Measures to Protect Electronic
Devices from Security Breaches.” Two resolutions submitted by the
delegate of the United Kingdom and by the delegate of France showed
several feasible solutions to provide particular remedy for security
breaches. Both of those resolutions emphasize each
member state’s security awareness including the
cause of data leakage and the use of technological
safeguards. In addition, they draw attention to
advanced security community by increasing several
punishments for any kind of hacking or accessing to
an unauthorized data. This committee, therefore, is
highly anticipated to pass practicable solutions to
promote a healthier and sound Internet culture.

By
HyoBeom
Lee
The delegates of General
Assembly 2nd committee
were emphasizing the
significance of social media
in this quickly-changing
world and applauding to the
support of International
Commissioner’s Oﬃce,
China’s national Information Security
Standardization Technical Committee, and
National Security Agency. Delegates in the
General Assembly 2nd committee were
aware of the dramatic increase in hacking
rate and realize that everyone is anxious
about their privacy, but people do not
secure their accounts usually. Some
delegates proposed a peaceful resolution by
following to solve this problem- school requirements
to conduct
lessons on the prevention of personal information leakage
and
consequences, recommending the social media companies to
modify their system.
However, other delegates strongly mentioned the importance of information leakage which
leads to propose of encouragement to strengthen identification processes. Chairs and
delegates had responsibility for working on this topic and everybody was aware of its hazard.
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“ENV”

“ARAB LEAGUE”

By SeongHwan Lee
In the Environment Commission,
delegates attempted to provide good solutions
for four main cases: Measures to Mitigate
the Environmental Backlash of Artificial
Rain, Measures to Protect Animals Abused
in Animal Testing, Measures to Reduce
Excessive Usage of Plastic Products, and
Measures to Resolve Air Pollution Caused
by Factory Emissions. Among four topics,
third and fourth topics were the two topics
that were mainly being discussed. Third and
fourth topics are both closely related to our
lives because they talk about air-pollution and
wasted plastic. So, it seems every delegate think that
knowing and caring about the problem are the most
important that should proceed. The overall atmosphere
in the room was fine without minor delegates.

By HyoBeom Lee
On Friday afternoon, the delegates of the Arab
League committee gathered and discussed the
tension and conflict between Sunni and Shia.
Chairs agreed to The Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and emphasized its idea.
Therefore, all of the delegates acknowledged that
everyone has the right to freedom of religion and to manifest
religion or belief either in public or private. Delegates
proposed several innovative resolutions to reduce the
tension between two diﬀerent religious groups. Several
delegates put serious emphasis on urging all nations to try
to develop peace talks among Arabian countries with
representations from other nations involved in the conflict and
from states that will play an intermediary role to discuss. Rather trying
to focus
on domestic importance, some countries, however, highlighted the
international
importance to foreign countries by urging all nations to work with Nongovernmental Organizations
such as United Muslim Relief to raise international awareness of the seriousness of the tension and
conflict between Sunni and Shia. Though the delegates faced several diﬃculties during these
conferences, they submitted great ideas to resolve this magnificent religious problem.

Delegates of the European Union committee
successfully merged their resolutions for
solving the issues of the European
Union. The main submitters of the
four resolutions are Spain, Estonia,
Sweden, and the Czech Republic.
Some resolutions have well suggested
feasible ways to solve the problem. Resolution for
mitigating the impact of Brexit and its economic backlash
has suggested UK’s setup of related policies,
maintenance of trade conditions between
UK and EU, cooperation between related
organizations, and inviting other member
nations that are outside EU. Another
resolution has proposed solutions for
ensuring the rights of immigrants without
identification documents, which are having
valuation period and providing a temporary
two-year ID for that period, tracking trade
records, enforcing securities, and asking help
from NGOs and member states. Hoping a feasible solution
will be made by the cooperation of delegates, please put
eﬀort for the global nation.

“EU”

By SeongBin Lee
Today morning, delegates of the
Security Council were able to finish
their merging session and hand their
work to the tech team, being prepared for
the debate that will give huge change to the global
world. Delegates who got the honorable place of
the main submitter were China, France, Republic
of Peru, and Germany. Some groups successfully
made their resolution that was composed of a
series of feasible solutions. Delegates who submitted
the resolution for the situation in Venezuela suggested
raising international awareness, halting any persecution and
violent abuse, asking OHCHR to inform HRC and SC about the
situation in Venezuela
and so on. Another group of delegates put a focus on countering threats to international
security due to cyber warfare. The proposed member nations’ cooperation with organizations,
establishment, and enforcement of legislation and security that are related to cybercrime,
educations for member nations’ citizens’ security safety, and so on. Hoping these resolutions
pass, please keep up the good work for the entire society.

“SPEcial council”
By JiMin Park
The Special Conference on the issues of media’s hazards and
uninformed topics convened to discuss duplicity of
technology including: media’s harmful influence on
children, measures to regulate Genetically Modified
(GM) food, the importance of copyright, and the
relationship between gorilla extinction and mineral
exploitation. In TIANMUN VI, the delegates of Special
Conference were cooperative and enthusiastic about all
of those topics, especially for topic 2, “Measures to
Regulate the Production of Genetically Modified
Food.” This topic has two resolutions to specify feasible
solutions. Both resolutions submitted by the delegate of
Denmark and by the delegate of Philippines highlights
the cooperation of all members stated to promote implementation
and to help LEDC including other regions where GM food is
unsupervised well. They, moreover, point out the importance of
curbing the international trade of GMOs to develop countries
suﬀering from food shortages. This committee is highly expected to
pass feasible resolutions to promote wholesome technology.

“Security council”

MEET YOUR ADMINS!

“Grant
luman”

1.

What is your personal goal for TIANMUN VI

2.

I want to be helpful to administration executive leaders and to the eleven
committees. Moreover, I want to learn more about MUN since this is my
first time to join this valuable event.
Why do you think admin team is important?

“Hibiki
ono”

1.

I want to work hard as an admin and pay attention to the chairs in order
to help that each committees can have smooth conferences.
2.

Are there any suggestions for next year TIANMUN?
There should be more variety of snacks and rooms are too hot for delegates
and admins.

Why do you think admin team is important?
Admin team is important because the conferences will not be able to be
secured without admins.

Admins set up the rooms such as placards and notes. Also, they help
students who are new in our school to make smooth conferences.
3.

What is your personal goal for TIANMUN VI

3.

Are there any suggestions for next year TIANMUN?
I am satisfied with most of them, but I think rooms should be cooler.
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“DAY 1”
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“DAY 2”
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“DAY 2 _ BASH”

TIANMUN 2018 BASH
On October 27, the second day of TIANMUN
VI, “The TIANMUN Bash” was held in the
auditorium at night. There were 13 teams which
performed for Bash in total. This year, we had
more performances using lots of musical
instruments compare to those in TIANMUN V
last year. Not only playing an instrument, but
also performances of singing and dancing heated
up the Bash’s air. Especially, Acapella of
Wellington students were amazing. All of the
performers were excited on the stage, as they live
up to the brilliant reactions of audiences. When
MinSoo Kim sang “One Fine Day,” audiences
waved their phones up in the air. Lights of
phones drew beautiful ocean waves, brightening
up the dark. However, there were not just
instruments and gentle music. Rappers filled up
the air with their rhymed lyrics and strong beat.
Benefit Crew team, composed of three TIS
seniors dominated the stage.
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TMT:TIANMUN Media TEAM
Jeong Hwan lim
ju won ha
seong bin lee
Ji min park
su yeon jang
seong hwan lee
hyo beom lee
eui jin choi
hyeon jun kim
jung jin park
in won cheon
tae geon kim

